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Body:

Weekly update for military/medical team:-- Continued search for former members of various military 

intelligence agencies that were active in the Dallas/New Orleans areas in 1962-3.  Most significant contact 

thus far is former Colonel Rudolph Reich, who commanded an Army intelligence unit in San Antonio and who 

is alleged by Fletcher Prouty to be the individual whose offer of protective assistance during JFK's trip to Texas 

was refused by the Secret Service.-- Today (Wednesday) I will review NSA/FBI liaison files at FBI building with 

Phil.-- Steve Tilley has advised us that NARA recently located some previously "unknown" records that appear 

to be "missing" Army records regarding Operation Mongoose and other anti-Castro activities.  Chris Barger is 

going to College Park today to make an assessment of these holdings.-- Joint Staff reviewed and did consent 

releases on approximately 30 documents, including JCS cable traffic on day of assassination and messages 

relating to Vietnam policy and Operation Big Lift.  These documents were all photocopies of microfilm, and will 

now be transferred to NARA as soon as Army does RIF's.  Joint Staff point of contact also notified me they 

have identified several paper records that may be assassination related (Mongoose, etc.), and will have them 

assembled and ready for us to look through them in July to see which ones we want to name as assassination 

material.-- Did telephone interview of Vince Madonia on June 25 regarding his recollections (not many) of film 

processing at Navy photo lab following assassination.-- Together with Dave Montague, assembled "want list" 

of former military personnel whose records we should review during upcoming visit to records center in St. 

Louis.-- Reviewed index of Edward Lansdale papers at Hoover Institute.  All material at Hoover is allegedly 

unclassified; Hoover POC will send us information on additional, classified Lansdale papers still held by CIA, 

State Dept and DOD.
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